Pingel air shifter wiring diagram

Mps Air Shifter Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified normal pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the facility and signal contacts in the middle of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives instruction more or less the relative aim and harmony of devices and terminals on
the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would fake
more detail of the mammal appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to put emphasis on interconnections greater than living thing appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make definite that every the contacts
have been made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams piece of legislation
the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use suitable
symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not unaided put it on where something is to be installed, but after that what
type of device is being installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling open has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious
has marginal symbol. Each type of switch has a interchange tale and therefore complete the
various outlets. There are symbols that exploit the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to agree to attachment of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will next enlarge panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams
for special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or extra special services.
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Adventure Rider. HELP-bypass pingle shifter module?? MadDogVic , Jun 16, Joined: Jun 15,
Oddometer: 2. I am a dissabled rider using a Pingle electric shifter. Has anyone bypassed the
shift control module with a simple relay setup for activating up and down on the shift cylinder.
Please help if you can,. I'm a real idot when it comes to electronics. Thanks, Vic. Dr Jim , Jun 16,
Joined: Jan 15, Oddometer: IsAnOzzie , Jun 17, Joined: Dec 13, Oddometer: Hackpirate , Jun 17,
Timely advice Dr. My module failed last week. I already have a right foot shifter set-up that I
made and would rather use that anyway but I still like the button shifter to work. I didn't have the
coil cut-out hooked up yet because I didn't know how to on the V-Strom so that won't be an
option with the relay method, correct? I would like to know what I did to cook the module Oh, he
said that the modules rarely fail and couldn't guess what may have happened. Dr Jim , Jun 18,
Hackpirate , Jun 18, Sent you PM. ADV Sponsors. Am i missing something here? DirtyDR , Jun
21, The F1 guys use electronic shifters on their rigs so you might give them a yell also. Dr Jim ,
Jun 21, V-Strom RF shifter 2 x Jim, the Pingle looks almost he same as the Klicktronic,looking
at the universal kit,there are two black boxes,with the Klictronic there is only one,this as you
know has two jack points,3 and 4 pin,would you know if the units could be interchangable??.
V-Strom RF shifter x Hackpirate , Jun 22, Yes Dr. Jim, as a simpleton I can only create simple.
The shifter setup is on the big V-Strom, not the Wee, by the way. Thanks Dr. So Hackpirate, have
you sorted the problem? Hackpirate , Jun 23, Haven't addressed it yet but I'm almost sure the
module is toast. If so I will go with the relay Dr. Jim spoke of. I'm using the right foot shifter for
now while on the road. Dr Jim , Jul 7, Performed full troubleshooting, the new solenoid is fine shows 3 ohms across both sides of the coil, and no shorts to ground as it is moved through its
entire stroke, and shifts it correctly if 12VDC is applied to either side of the coil. The handlebar
switches are also functioning to specification, at less than. Question for HackPirate - did your
module also blow its downshift leg? The reason for asking is that of the three modules on hand,
two show the same downshift failure, but they were used with different solenoids, and on

different bikes. Looks like the new Tig welder gets a workout tomorrow - going to build a
cross-over shift linkage like HP did. Dr Jim , Jul 8, Mailing in my module and solenoid today will post results as they happen. Cheers Jim. Hackpirate , Jul 10, Sorry Dr. Jim, I've not had a
minute to do a thing with the Pingle. Mine quit all at once, both strokes. My Colo trip with miles
on the crossover shifter has me questioning the wisdom of investing any more farkle cash in
the Pingle. How's your shifter project going? Dr Jim , Jul 10, Hackpirate , Jul 11, You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Moderators: gregg dahl , Jayne. Search Advanced search. Quick links. Post Reply.
Contact skipitxd Send private message Send email Website Yahoo Messenger. But looking
through my papers I found the Elect. All rights reserved. CAUTION: After installation do not
attempt to engage the transmission using the air shifter without the engine running, as you can
damage the transmission. PHOTO: Look at the attached diagrams to become familiar with the
air shifter components and air line hookup. Note: the photo shows the optional Pingel push
button bracket. You may switch fitting locations as long as you don't change line sizes. These
are small fittings so do not over tighten them as you could twist them off. See notes on page 4
photo. When installing the fitting to the air line, push the air line in the fitting all the way until it
bottoms. Next, turn the fitting finger tight by hand compressing the sleeve onto the air line.
After this make one full turn ONLY! If this is not done properly you can actually make the
connection leak by over or under tightening. After mounting of components, route air lines out
of the way of heat, mechanical linkage, etc. See photo for air line hookup. Find a suitable
location for mounting your air tank or bottle. It can be hidden since it will not need much
servicing. It is not necessary to mount the tank now, as you may need to tighten fittings before
permanent mounting. Mounting of the shift cylinder is going to take a lot of thought. There is no
specific bracket for any model motorcycle. Stand back and look at the motorcycle and imagine
the shift cylinder above or below the shift pedal. The standard shift cylinder has 2 inches of
travel and when connected to the shift pedal it must be extended 1" when the pedal is in neutral.
You will need 1" of travel in each direction for downshifting and upshifting. This will ensure you
of getting complete shifts. Also realize that the shift cylinder can be in a push or pull location.
See attached photo. Attach the air line to the mount end of the shift cylinder for push and the
rod end for the pull. You may want to consider welding of a 3" arm to the top or bottom of the
transmission shift lever near the transmission shifter shaft. Once you have decided where the
shift cylinder should mount, use a hardened bolt welded to your frame or bracket to attach the
rear of the shift cylinder. You should use a nyloc nut to secure the cylinder, but it should not be
fully tightened. The shift cylinder must easily pivot through its shift stroke. The hardened bolt
should be parallel with the transmission shifter shaft so it will not bind. If this procedure is not
followed you will have air shifter problems. The shift cylinder must be free. You will need to find
a place to mount the electric solenoid as close as you can to the shift cylinder keeping the air
line no more than 8 to 14 inches long. When mounting be careful you do not cover up any air
port. You must protect the solenoid from dirt and water. Also protect the unit from vibration by
using foam rubber padding. A maximum of psi can be used with the electric solenoid. We will
not warranty solenoids damaged due to installation errors or excessive air pressure. Wiring:
The solenoid has 2 wires coming out of the housing. Either wire should be connected to a good
12V positive power source. Route wires away from heat and moving parts and use wire ties to
secure them. Mount the ignition kill switch in a clean, dry place away from heat with the black
plastic micro switch upright with foam rubber attaching it to the frame rails. Mount unit only by
the brass cylinder and not by the plastic micro switch. Do not disassemble the micro switch or
the brass cylinder or to try to adjust. The micro switch is very fragile and we do not warranty
abuse. It is important to make the air line that runs from the "T" fitting on the electric solenoid
6" longer than the air line from the same "T" fitting to the shift cylinder. Route all wires away
from heat and moving parts and use wire ties to secure them. Then extend both ends of the
wires to the ignition kill micro switch attaching either one of these wires to the common
terminal and the other wire to the normally closed terminal on the micro switch. Connect
another wire to the normally open terminal of the ignition kill micro switch and route it to the
magneto kill terminal on your magneto. It is recommended that you occasionally remove the
valve core from the air filler valve stem and shoot a few drops of 10wt. Check your air line
connections for leaks by brushing each connection with soapy water. If loss is greater than that
you have a leak somewhere in the system and you should recheck your connections. NOTE:
Your air shifter cylinder should be removed and washed in hot soapy water every 6 months to
remove any oil or residue buildup. You should never use any type of synthetic oil to lubricate
the shift cylinder as this will cause the cylinder to stiffen and failure of shifts will occur. See our
catalog. Thank you for purchasing a Pingel Enterprise, Inc. Pingel Enterprise, Inc. The product
must be returned with evidence of date and place of purchase, and detailed description of the

problem. The warranty will not apply if the product has been installed incorrectly, repaired, or
damaged by modification, misuse, negligence or accident. The repair or replacement of such
part, as needed, is your sole and exclusive remedy. No refunds will be given. Dispute
Resolution: All disputes, claims or controversies of any kind that may arise between you and
Pingel Enterprise, Inc. You agree that the sole venue and jurisdiction for such disputes shall be
the above named court and hereby submit to the jurisdiction of that court. Jump to. Who is
online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests. Our Electric Air Shifter
gives you perfect shifts at the push of a button. The Electric Air Shifter includes all components
and instructions necessary for a basic installation, however you will need to fabricate your own
shifter bracketry. The Electronic Engine Kill features easy kill time adjustment. We invented the
Electronic Engine Kill back in so we can offer our exclusive, no hassle, free repair or
replacement lifetime warranty. Be sure to ask about that when buying a brand x copycat shifter.
Our shifters come with push in style air fittings. These little jewels are so much nicer to work
with than the old fashioned ferrule type that need replaced every time you remove the line. A
DOT air bottle is included so you can upgrade to the high pressure system without needing to
buy a new bottle. Engine kill times are adjustable per gear shift. This is great for those with , , or
auto transmissions. The adjustable solenoid advance time setting allows the solenoid to apply
pressure to the shift linkage before the engine kill sequence begins for no wasted kill time. Auto
Shifting is built into the controller and can shift each gear at a different rpm. Works on most
motorcycle applications. It features a small delay in activation to effectively load the shifter
before the kill event occurs. This works particularly well for dry nitrous bikes to eliminate the
pop between gears and does not trigger the FI light. It also has a toggle switch to select
standard horn operation or air shifter activation with your horn button. It can be installed easily
in just a few minutes. The ECU is reprogrammed with 70ms kill time. Any kill time between 30ms
and ms in 10ms increments can be programmed. Check out the product demonstration video.
MPS strongly recommends installing an inline air filter to keep debris out of your air valve. The
all-anodized, lightweight. The element is 40 micron, which insures minimum pressure drop. Part
Number. All parts sold by MPS are for off road closed course use. They are not intended for use
on public streets or highways. Motorcycle Performance Specialties, Inc. All rights reserved.
Privacy Policy. They are no longer legal for use on public streets or highways. No warranty is
expressed or implied. Owner assumes all risks due to modification of the ECU. If the ECU has
been previously flashed with Woolrich softeware it may be locked and we cannot unlock it. It
must be unlocked first before we can install our flash. Want to save installation time? MPS
Pressure Switch. Help Forgot Password? Remember Me? Advanced Search. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last
Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread: Pingel Electric Shifter. Thread Tools Show Printable
Version. Pingel Electric Shifter I am having some numbness in my left foot and I came across
this electric shifter for Goldwings. Does any one out in Trikeville have one of these or know of
them to pass on some information to me about them. I have a GW with a Cal. It was converted in
'02 it is my first trike and it seems to ride a little rough. Would it have IRS. I ride with 's onboard
air pressure. Actual mileage is 37, on the GW. Re: Pingel Electric Shifter Welcome to trikedom
cincydude. I am kind of the redheaded stepchild of the forum-but I think you have a solid axel, if
she rides rough. You might want to play with the air pressure in the tires also-if you have too
much air they will give a bouncy ride. Those pingel shifters are slick and quite an easy set up. I
know a guy that lost a left leg and uses one with no problems-the shift button goes on the left
side of the handlebar next to the grip, and they come with brackets for multifit application. They
all swear by it. Go to the Pingel web site below and give them a call. Re: Pingel Electric Shifter A
well-known and very knowledgable experienced Triker from Maryland, Wheels, is a big fan and
user of the Pingel assemblies as well as other such devices available. He is member here and
other forums as well. Look him up and shoot him a message. Dos not make a IND rear for the
Tire pressure should be about 22 Do not be afraid to go as low as If you are running above 30
that is most of the problem. The front works best around Any questions or warranty issues are
solved immediately, politely and I personally favour the Kliktronic over the Pingle unit. Re:
Pingel Electric Shifter Welcome to the handicapped league! I'm 74 yrs old and had polio in now
I'm having post-polio problems and can't use my left ankle to shift. Have about a year on it and
miles and have only had to adjust it because it wouldn't shift into second properly. With my
initial adjustment per the instructions it would shift up in all the gears but second but I would
have to keep trying to shift into second and finally it would go. Just a slight adjustment cured
the problem. The other electric shift maker Kliktronic has had some problems I have read on
this forum. I've even seen some used ones on the forums. I think you'll like the Pingle. Re:
Pingel Electric Shifter I have heard all good things about these. I am really looking forward to
seeing one in action at a rally or show sometime this spring. I'm 82 with no leg problems but I
do have arthritis in my left hand. Does the Pingle make all shifting easier and quicker?
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HiVelocity Hosting. There is nothing wrong with the foot shifter; in fact, plenty of us love
motorcycling because of that very fact you can still shift. So why would I use something like
this Pingel Electric Shifter system? There are a few reasons. Also if you're a commuter in
stop-and-go traffic, having to pull the clutch in and out while in first gear for an hour or more of
riding. Talk about one tired left hand! On the flip side, someone seeking more performance from
their bagger could look toward quicker shifts while still on the throttle. Think of all the time
you'd save from not having to clutch shift if you were racing your buddy. So how does it work?
The shifter is connected to an electric-powered shift cylinder that, when pressing the
handlebar-controlled shift button, the kill module momentarily cuts coil power to the coils,
allowing the shift cylinder to quickly move the shifter into the next gear. Follow along! View the
discussion thread. Skip to main content. Follow us facebook instagram twitter pinterest
youTube rss. To activate the system, pull in the clutch while in neutral and start the bike. Then
hold the up or down button on the handlebar switch for five seconds to activate the system.
Now, keep the clutch in and press the button to make it go into first gear. For a video
demonstrating the Pingel Shift Kit, log on to baggersmag. First step is to remove the stock grip
and cut the inner part next to the controls off with a razor blade. Place the Pingel switch on the
handlebars, taking note not to damage the wiring. It is necessary to glue the cut grip back on
the bars. The wiring has a power and ground that go straight to the battery and a smaller red
wire that connects to an IGN-powered wire to arm and disarm the system. The standard shift rod
end is removed from the shifter. The Pingel shifter adapter is now bolted on to the shifter rod
using the supplied heim joint. Next the shifter arm needs to be drilled with a quarter drill bit to
accept a second Allen bolt that will hold the Pingel shifter arm adapter to the stock shifter arm.
After drilling, Nico bolts to the adapter on the arm. But this is just a test fit, and threadlocker is
not used at this point. The shifter bracket is placed on the bike using supplied longer Allen
bolts. We made sure the transmission was in neutral and began to bolt on the Pingel electric
shifter. The electric shifter needs to be set up so that it has throw in both directions down for f
honda civic egr valve symptoms
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irst and up for the rest of the gears. Pingel has a mark on the shaft to show you where to set it.
Nico also neatly spun the cylinder to hide the wire leading to the battery box. Note that the shaft
on the Pingel shifter needs to be going in the same direction as the shifter; spacers are
provided to adjust the angle. Next Nico hooked up the weatherproof connectors to the
appropriate module. The coil wiring was removed so that we could gain access to the wires.
This part is very important, and you should consult a wiring diagram for the correct wires on
your bike. The Pingel kill module gets hard-wired into the coil, and Pingel uses the ECU side to
control shutting off the coil. Making the wire routing nice and neat will ensure that the seat will
not pinch the wires. The kill module has a series of numbers that are used with the switches on
the module to properly time the coil kill timing for shifts. Tags: harley road glide pingel shifter
electic shifter motorcycle how to. More Stories.

